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Objective: To determine if prenatal exposure to methylphenidate (MPH) or atomoxetine (ATX) 

increases the risk of adverse pregnancy outcomes in women with attention deficit/hyperactivity 

disorder (ADHD).

Materials and methods: This was a population-based cohort study of all pregnancies in 

Denmark from 1997 to 2008. Information on use of ADHD medication, ADHD diagnosis, and 

pregnancy outcomes was obtained from nationwide registers.

Results: We identified 989,932 pregnancies, in which 186 (0.02%) women used MPH/ATX 

and 275 (0.03%) women had been diagnosed with ADHD but who did not take MPH/ATX. 

Our reference pregnancies had no exposure to MPH/ATX and no ADHD diagnosis. Exposure 

to MPH/ATX was associated with an increased risk of spontaneous abortion (SA; ie, death 

of an embryo or fetus in the first 22 weeks of gestation) (adjusted relative risk [aRR] 1.55, 

95% confidence interval [CI] 1.03–2.36). The risk of SA was also increased in pregnancies 

where the mother had ADHD but did not use MPH/ATX (aRR 1.56, 95% CI 1.11–2.20). The 

aRR of Apgar scores ,10 was increased among exposed women (aRR 2.06, 95% CI 1.11–3.82) 

but not among unexposed women with ADHD (aRR 0.99, 95% CI 0.48–2.05).

Conclusion: MPH/ATX was associated with a higher risk of SA, but our study indicated that 

it may at least partly be explained by confounding by indication. Treatment with MPH/ATX 

was however associated with low Apgar scores ,10, an association not found among women 

with ADHD who did not use MPH/ATX.

Keywords: attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder, ADHD, methylphenidate, atomoxetine, 

pregnancy outcomes

Introduction
The central stimulants methylphenidate (MPH) and atomoxetine (ATX) are the most 

commonly used drugs in the treatment of attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder 

(ADHD) in Western countries.1,2 The number of children diagnosed with ADHD 

has risen dramatically over the past two decades, and some remain on treatment into 

adulthood.3–7 The use of ADHD medication among women of fertile age has increased 

almost 100-fold during the past 12 years in Denmark, but little is known about the 

safety of these drugs during pregnancy.2,8,9

Animal studies have shown that high doses of MPH given during pregnancy are 

associated with an increased risk of malformations in the offspring. Decreased food 

intake was found among exposed animals, which is consistent with the anorexigenic 

effect of this medication.10–12 Human studies and case reports of the effects of MPH on 

pregnancy outcomes have found no major adverse outcomes, but most of these studies 
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are insufficiently powered to identify even strong fetotoxic 

effects.13–16 A recent meta-analysis of four cohort studies 

revealed a total of four malformations among 180 first-

 trimester-exposed children, which did not exceed the expected 

number.17 A Danish study of 222 pregnancies exposed to MPH 

during the first trimester showed no increased risk of major 

malformations.18 A recent Danish study found a two-fold-

increased risk of spontaneous abortion (SA) among women 

who used ADHD medication (MPH, modafinil, or ATX) 

during pregnancy compared with unexposed pregnancies.9 

Therefore, these studies suggest that ADHD medication may 

be associated with adverse birth outcomes, and warrant further 

studies of other pregnancy outcomes, such as birth weight, 

gestational age (GA), and Apgar score.

In pharmacoepidemiological studies, it is always a chal-

lenge to disentangle the effects of the medication from the 

effects of the underlying disease (confounding by indication). 

We aimed to examine the effects of the underlying disease 

(ADHD) and its treatment (MPH and ATX) on pregnancy 

outcomes in a nationwide cohort study from Denmark.

Materials and methods
study population
The cohort comprised all clinically recognized pregnancies in 

Denmark with estimated time of conception and an observed 

pregnancy outcome in the period from February 1, 1997 to 

 December 31, 2008. Information was obtained from Danish 

administrative health registries, including the Danish  Medical 

Birth Registry (MBR) and the Danish National Hospital 

 Discharge Register (NHDR), and data were linked through 

the personal identification number unique to each person with 

a permanent address in Denmark. When investigating birth 

outcomes, we included only singleton births.

Central stimulant exposure
In Denmark, ADHD medication can only be purchased in 

authorized pharmacies with a prescription from a physi-

cian, usually a psychiatrist. We obtained information on all 

redeemed prescriptions in Denmark from the Registry of 

Medicinal Product Statistics, and included information on 

MPH/ATX on all redeemed prescriptions from January 1, 

1997 to December 31, 2008. The pregnancy period was 

defined from the estimated date of conception based on GA 

to the date of the outcome. For SA, the exposure window 

spanned from 30 days before the estimated day of conception 

until the day prior to abortion or gestational age 152 days 

(22 completed weeks). For live births and stillbirths, the expo-

sure window spanned from 30 days before the estimated day 

of conception until the day prior to birth. MPH was defined 

according to the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) 

code N06BA04 and ATX with ATC code N06BA09.

Maternal aDhD diagnosis
We received information on hospital contact for psychiat-

ric illnesses from the Danish Psychiatric Central Registry 

(DPCR). Women were coded as having ADHD if they were 

recorded with an International Classification of Diseases 

(ICD)-10 code F90 in the DPCR from the date of conception 

until the end of the index pregnancy.

Women who had redeemed a prescription for MPH/ATX 

within the exposure window were defined as “the exposed 

ADHD cohort”. Women with an ADHD diagnosis who 

had not redeemed a prescription for MPH/ATX within the 

exposure window were defined as “the unexposed ADHD 

cohort”.

Pregnancy outcomes
The following codes were used: abortions (ICD-10 O02.0–

O06.9) were coded as spontaneous (ICD-10 O02.0–O03.9), 

induced (ICD-10 O04.0–O05.2 and O05.5–O06.9), or 

induced due to fetal disease (ICD-10 O05.3 and O05.4). 

Molar or ectopic pregnancies (ICD-10 O00.0–O01.9) were 

excluded from the main analyses. Furthermore, failed 

induced abortions (ICD-10 O07) were disregarded, as we 

assumed that a failed induced abortion would be followed by 

successful induced abortion, a stillbirth, or a live birth.

Live births and stillbirths were identified in the MBR. 

Stillbirth was defined as an intrauterine death occurring 

from 22 completed weeks of gestations and onwards. The 

Danish lower boundary of stillbirth shifted from 28 weeks 

to 22 weeks in 2004. We therefore recoded all SAs as 

stillbirths if they occurred from gestational week 22 to 

gestational week 28, regardless of calendar year. The MBR 

provided information on Apgar score at 5 minutes, birth 

weight, gestational age, and neonatal death (defined as 

death within the first 28 days after birth). Low birth weight 

was defined as a weight below 2,500 g. Preterm birth was 

defined as a birth that took place after less than 37 weeks 

of pregnancy.

We defined those small for GA (SGA) as children with 

a weight below the 10th percentile for the gestational birth 

week, and we used the estimated mean birth weight per GA 

week using the population of children with nonimputed GA. 

Missing information on GA for abortions, stillbirths, and 

live births was replaced by the median over the nonmissing 

values from each category respectively.
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We obtained information on major congenital malfor-

mations (ICD-10 Q0–Q99, D215, D821, D1810, P350, 

P351, and P371, except Q25.0 for GA ,37 weeks) through 

the NHDR. For abortions, the NHDR included ICD-10 

codes with information on GA. In cases of abortion before 

12 weeks, GA is normally based on the last menstrual period, 

and for late gestations ultrasound scans are used to determine 

GA. For stillbirths or live births, the MBR contained informa-

tion on GA at birth, normally based on ultrasound estimates 

combined with the last menstrual period.

We coded pregnancies hierarchically to avoid misclas-

sification due to repeated contacts. Any stillbirth or live 

birth resulted in recoding of any other end point in the index 

pregnancy period. Any coded SA occurring after the diagno-

sis of an induced abortion was coded as an SA, because the 

diagnosis of an induced abortion may be coded on outpatient 

visits days or weeks prior to the surgical procedure.

Covariates
Information on the following variables was obtained from 

Statistics Denmark and subsequently coded as shown in 

parentheses: maternal age at conception (continuous), cohab-

itation at the time of conception (yes/no), income at the time 

of conception (, median, $ median), and education at the 

time of conception (,10, 10–12, .12 years). The woman’s 

parity was categorized as either nulliparous or multiparous. 

From the Registry of Medicinal Product Statistics, we 

obtained information on the use of other drugs redeemed dur-

ing the pregnancy period: antipsychotics (yes/no) (ATC code 

N05A), antiepileptic drugs (yes/no) (ATC code N03A) and 

antidepressants (yes/no) (ATC code N06A). These drugs were 

combined into a composite variable for any antipsychotic, 

antiepileptic, or antidepressant drug use during pregnancy 

(yes/no). From the DPCR, we obtained information on history 

of psychiatric comorbidity, defined as having the following 

diagnosis ever or ongoing: severe mental disorder (yes/no) 

(ICD-8 296.1–296.8, 298.1, and 295; ICD-10 F20, F30, and 

F31), depression (yes/no) (ICD-8 296.0, 298.0, or 300.4; 

ICD-10 F32 and F33), misuse (yes/no) (ICD-10 F10–F19), 

and epilepsy (yes/no) (ICD-8 345; ICD-10 G40 and G41). 

These diagnoses were combined into a composite variable 

for comorbidity (yes/no). Information on maternal smoking 

during pregnancy (yes/no) was only available if the index 

pregnancy resulted in a live or stillborn child.

statistics
Relative risks (RRs) for SA, preterm birth, SGA, low birth 

weight, and Apgar score ,10 were estimated by using 

 binominal regression with robust variance estimation to allow 

for correlations of pregnancy outcomes in each woman. RRs 

for SA were adjusted for maternal age, education, cohabita-

tion, comorbidity, and comedication; according to a propen-

sity score-adjustment simulation, this seemed reasonable 

to do, even though the rule of thumb of a minimum of ten 

events per parameter was not satisfied (see Supplementary 

 materials). We did not perform RR analysis when fewer than 

five exposed events were observed; this is indicated with 

“NA” (not applicable) in Table 3. We used linear regression 

to study the associations between exposure to ADHD medica-

tion and birth weight and GA at birth, respectively. Robust 

variance estimation was used in the case of birth weight, while 

confidence intervals (CIs) for GA were bootstrapped based 

on 1,000 replications, due to departures from the normality 

assumption.19 Mean differences for birth weight and GA were 

adjusted for maternal age, smoking, and parity. Analyses were 

performed using Stata 12 (StataCorp, USA).

Results
The study population consisted of 989,932 pregnant women, 

of whom 186 (0.02%) used MPH and/or ATX (the exposed 

ADHD cohort) and 275 (0.03%) who had a history of an 

ADHD diagnosis but received no treatment with MPH/ATX 

(the unexposed ADHD cohort) during pregnancy. The refer-

ence group consisted of women without MPH/ATX use and no 

ADHD diagnosis. In the exposed ADHD cohort, 67 (35%) had a 

hospital diagnosis of ADHD, 166 (89%) used MPH, 18 (9.7%) 

used ATX, and two (1.1%) used both ATX and MPH.

Compared with the reference group, women in the 

exposed ADHD cohort and women in the unexposed ADHD 

cohort were more likely to be younger, single, have less edu-

cation, low income, take comedication, have comorbidity, 

smoke, and be nulliparous (Table 1).

Congenital abnormalities occurred in two children (3.8%) 

from the exposed ADHD cohort, in seven children (6.9%) in 

the unexposed ADHD cohort, and in 39,557 children (5.7%) 

in the reference group (Table 2).

Compared to women in the reference cohort, the risk of 

SA was 55% higher for women in the exposed ADHD cohort 

((adjusted relative risk [aRR] 1.55, 95% CI 1.03–2.36) and 

56% higher for women in the unexposed ADHD cohort 

(aRR 1.56, 95% CI 1.11–2.20) after adjustment for maternal 

age, education, cohabitation, comorbidity, and comedication 

(Table 3).

Children of women in the unexposed ADHD cohort 

tended to have a lower mean birth weight than both the 

 reference group of children born to women without an ADHD 
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Table 1 Characteristics of the 989,932 pregnant women in the cohort according to aDhD-medication use and aDhD hospital 
contact

Variable Women who used  
ADHD medication  
during pregnancy  
(n=186)

Women who did not use  
ADHD medication during  
pregnancy, but had an  
ADHD diagnosis (n=275)

Women who did not use ADHD 
medication during pregnancy 
and did not have an ADHD 
diagnosis (n=989,471)

Maternal age, mean (sD) 26.5 (7.2) 21.3 (4.4) 30.2 (5.5)
Missing, n (%) 0 0 47 (,0.1)
Cohabitation, n (%)
 Yes 76 (40.9) 122 (44.4) 755,701 (76.4)
 no 110 (59.1) 153 (55.6) 218,635 (22.1)
 Missing 0 0 15,135 (1.5)
income, n (%)
 low, ,50% 130 (69.9) 248 (90.2) 493,063 (49.8)

 high, $50% 56 (30.1) 27 (9.8) 490,169 (49.5)
 Missing 0 0 6,239 (0.6)
Education, n (%)
 ,10 years 57 (30.6) 146 (53.1) 108,639 (11.0)
 10–12 years 72 (38.7) 95 (34.5) 305,868 (30.9)
 .12 years 44 (23.7) 10 (3.6) 539,746 (54.5)
 Missing 13 (7.0) 24 (8.7) 35,218 (3.6)
Comedication, n (%)
 antipsychotics 17 (9.1) 25 (9.1) 3,096 (0.3)
 antidepressants 57 (30.6) 35 (12.7) 21,700 (2.2)
 antiepileptics 7 (3.8) 10 (3.6) 4,637 (0.5)
history of comorbid conditions, n (%)
 severe mental illness 3 (1.6) 17 (6.2) 2,696 (0.3)
 Depression 27 (14.5) 48 (17.5) 13,382 (1.4)
 Misuse 18 (9.7) 46 (16.7) 5,498 (0.6)
 Epilepsy 6 (3.3) 17 (6.2) 11,552 (1.2)
Parity, n (%)a

 0 26 (49.1) 71 (69.6) 298,089 (43.0)
 $1 27 (50.9) 31 (30.4) 395,030 (56.9)
 Missing 0 0 554 (0.1)
Maternal smoking, n (%)a

 Yes 22 (41.5) 64 (62.7) 127,523 (18.4)
 no 30 (56.6) 30 (29.4) 533,314 (76.9)
 Missing 1 (1.9) 8 (7.8) 32,836 (4.7)

Note: aOnly information on pregnancies resulting in live births – 53, 102, and 693,673, respectively.
Abbreviations: ADHD, attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder; SD, standard deviation.

diagnosis who did not use MPH/ATX and the children born 

to women who used MPH/ATX, but the difference decreased 

and was not statistically significant after adjusting for mater-

nal age, smoking, and parity (Table 3). The children of women 

in the exposed and unexposed ADHD cohorts also tended to 

have a shorter GA than the reference group, albeit the dif-

ference did not reach statistical significance. We found three 

preterm births among children in the exposed ADHD cohort 

and ten preterm births among children in the unexposed 

ADHD cohort. This number was too small to allow calcula-

tion of crude RR (cRR) for the exposed ADHD cohort or 

adjustment for confounding in the unexposed ADHD cohort. 

However, the unexposed ADHD cohort showed a significantly 

increased cRR of preterm birth, SGA, and low birth weight 

(,2,500 g) compared with the reference pregnancies, but 

after adjustment for smoking, age, and parity, only the aRR 

for preterm birth was statistically significant. The aRR of 

Apgar score ,10 at 5 minutes was significantly increased in 

the exposed ADHD cohort, but not in the unexposed ADHD 

cohort (Table 3).

Discussion
In this nationwide cohort study, we found that women in 

the exposed ADHD cohort as well as women in the unex-

posed ADHD cohort had an increased risk of SA. Children 

born of women using MPH/ATX had an increased risk of 

being born with a low Apgar score (,10). Children born 

of women in the unexposed ADHD cohort had a higher 
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Table 2 Pregnancy and birth outcomes according to aDhD medication use and aDhD hospital contact

Outcome Women who used  
ADHD medication  
during pregnancy  
(n=186)

Women who did not use  
ADHD medication during  
pregnancy, but had an  
ADHD diagnosis (n=275)

Women who did not use ADHD 
medication during pregnancy 
and did not have an ADHD 
diagnosis (n=989,471)

live birth, n (%) 53 (28.5) 102 (37.1) 693,673 (70.1)
stillbirth 0 1 (0.4) 3,517 (0.4)
abortion 133 (71.5) 172 (62.5) 292,296 (29.5)
spontaneous abortion 18 (9.7) 26 (9.5) 114,672 (11.6)
induced abortion 115 (61.8) 146 (53.1) 177,624 (18.0)
Birth weight, g, mean (sD)a 3,535.4 (525.9) 3,300.2 (615.8) 3,535.5 (569.7)
Birth weight, n (%)a

 ,2,500 g 1 (1.9) 8 (7.8) 23,691 (3.4)
 2,500–4,500 g 48 (96.2) 93 (91.2) 629,644 (90.8)
 .4,500 g 1 (1.9) 1 (1.0) 23,259 (3.4)
 Missing 0 0 17,079 (2.5)
 ga, mean (sD)a 277.5 (12.3) 275.4 (15.7) 278.1 (13.0)
 Missing (imputed) 0 0 14,076 (2.0)
 Preterm birth, n (%)a 3 (5.7) 10 (9.8) 34,211 (4.9)
 sga, n (%)a 4 (7.5) 18 (17.6) 65,499 (9.4)
apgar score, n (%)a

 ,10 8 (15.1) 8 (7.8) 50,184 (7.2)
 10 45 (84.9) 94 (92.2) 626,672 (90.3)
 Missing 0 0 16,817 (2.4)
 Congenital abnormalities, n (%)a 2 (3.8) 7 (6.9) 39,557 (5.7)
 neonatal death, n (%)a 0 0 1,829 (0.3)

Note: aOnly information on pregnancies resulting in live births – 53, 102, and 693,673, respectively.
Abbreviations: ADHD, attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder; SD, standard deviation; SGA, small for gestational age.

crude risk of being born preterm, with a low birth weight or 

being SGA compared with the reference group of women 

without an ADHD diagnosis who did not use MPH/ATX. 

This indicates that the underlying disease or lifestyle factors 

related to the disease may play an important role for these 

associations. In the exposed ADHD cohort, we did not have 

enough events to calculate the cRRs for being born preterm, 

SGA, or with a low birth weight. A recent Danish study also 

used nationwide registers to study the risk of SA following 

exposure to ADHD-medication use during pregnancy.9 The 

study had more exposed cases than our study, because the 

study period was longer and because they included modafinil 

as ADHD medicine, although this medication is only 

approved in  Denmark for the treatment of narcolepsy.20,21 The 

authors found a two-fold-higher risk of SA among exposed 

women compared to unexposed women. Case-crossover 

analyses revealed that SA was not more likely to occur in 

pregnancies exposed to ADHD medication than in unexposed 

pregnancies in the same women. The authors concluded that 

the association may be attributable to factors related to the 

underlying disorder (ADHD), rather than exposure to the 

medication itself.9 A recent review, which included four 

cohort studies and 180 exposed cases, found malformations 

in four of the children exposed to MPH in fetal life, which 

yielded an RR of 0.6 (95% CI 0.2–1.6).17 Furthermore, stud-

ies on Danish data found no increased risk of malformation, 

albeit they were both limited by few exposed cases.9,18 We 

found very few cases of congenital abnormalities, and did 

not have enough cases to calculate RRs.

The risk of being born with an Apgar score ,10 

was increased two-fold in the offspring of women in the 

exposed ADHD cohort; a similar effect was not found in the 

unexposed ADHD cohort, which suggests that the ADHD 

medication may play a causal role for the associated risk 

of low Apgar score. The Apgar score is a measure of heart 

rate, respiratory efforts, muscle tone, reflex irritability, 

and color measured 1 and 5 minutes after birth, with a 

maximum of 2 points for each parameter and a total of 

10 points possible. A low Apgar score is associated with 

increased mortality and adverse health, especially the score 

at 5 minutes.22,23 Children in the unexposed ADHD group 

had a higher risk of being born with a low birth weight 

(,2,500 g), but after adjustment for relevant confound-

ers, this effect was attenuated along with the difference in 

mean birth weight and no longer significant. Exposure to 

MPH/ATX during pregnancy or having an ADHD diagno-

sis during pregnancy was not associated with a lower GA  

at birth.
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Table 3 risk estimates for pregnancy and birth outcomes 
according to aDhD medication and aDhD diagnosis during 
pregnancy compared with pregnant women with no aDhD 
medication use and no aDhD diagnosis

Outcome Women who used  
ADHD medication  
during pregnancy  
Association  
(95% CI)

Women who did 
not use ADHD 
medication during 
pregnancy but had 
an ADHD diagnosis 
Association (95% CI)

spontaneous abortion
 Crude relative risk 1.87 (1.26–2.78) 1.42 (1.02–1.97)
  adjusted  

relative riska

1.55 (1.03–2.36) 1.56 (1.11–2.20)

Birth weight
  Crude mean  

difference
-0.13 (-145 to 144) -235 (-365 to -105)

  adjusted mean  
differenceb

76 (-69 to 221) -91 (-226 to 45)

ga
  Crude mean  

difference
-0.64 (-4.02 to 2.74)c -2.77 (-6.03 to 0.49)b

  adjusted mean  
differencea

-0.32 (-3.86 to 3.21)b -2.67 (-6.04 to 0.71)b

Preterm birth
 Crude relative risk nad 1.95 (1.07–3.54)
  adjusted  

relative riska

nac 1.82 (1.01–3.29)

sga
 Crude relative risk nac 1.82 (1.11–2.99)
  adjusted  

relative riska

nac 1.19 (0.73–1.96)

low birth weighte

 Crude relative risk nac 2.24 (1.17–4.28)
  adjusted  

relative riska

nac 1.79 (0.94–3.38)

apgar score ,10
 Crude relative risk 2.04 (1.10–3.77) 1.06 (0.54–2.08)
  adjusted  

relative riska

2.06 (1.11–3.82) 0.99 (0.48–2.05)

Notes: aadjusted for maternal age, education, cohabitation, comorbidity (history of 
severe mental illness, depression, misuse, or epilepsy), and comedication (reimbursed 
prescription for antidepressants, antipsychotics, or antiepileptics during pregnancy). 
according to a propensity score-adjustment simulation, this seemed reasonable, 
even though the rule of thumb of a minimum of ten events per parameter was not 
satisfied; badjusted for maternal age, smoking, and parity; cbootstrap Ci based on 
1,000 simulations; dna indicates that relative risk analysis was not performed, due 
to fewer than five events; edefined as ,2,500 g compared to $2,500 g.
Abbreviations: ADHD, attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder; CI, confidence 
interval; SGA, small for gestational age; NA, not applicable.

We included all pregnancies in Denmark during the study 

period, and followed all pregnancies without any loss to 

follow-up. Selection bias is therefore an unlikely explanation 

for the associations observed. Information on MPH and ATX 

did not rely on the memory of the women, but was collected 

automatically from compulsory reporting of medications 

redeemed at all Danish pharmacies. Therefore, the informa-

tion about the redeemed drugs was registered accurately. 

However, we lacked information on the actual usage of the 

prescribed medication, which could have masked a harmful 

effect of the medication, although compliance with nervous 

system drugs appears to be high.24

The information on GA at birth and birth weight in Danish 

registers is known to have high validity, but the registration 

of early SA is incomplete.25 The results may be biased if the 

registration or reporting of early SAs were different among 

exposed and unexposed women. Underreporting of SA 

among exposed women would for example lead to an under-

estimation of risk of SA associated with ADHD treatment.

In spite of being one of the largest epidemiological studies 

on the adverse effects of MHP and ATX in pregnancy, our study 

was limited by a small sample size and therefore low statistical 

precision. We consequently had to keep our statistical models 

simple, which makes residual confounding an important issue. 

Due to the small sample size, we had few cases with low birth 

weight, preterm birth, and Apgar score ,10, and we were 

not able to fully adjust for confounders. However, we found 

that when adjusting for maternal age, parity, and smoking in 

the analysis of birth weight and GA at birth, the differences 

were attenuated compared with the reference group, which 

indicates that these variables were important confounders for 

both birth weight and GA at birth. After adjustment, we found 

that the aRRs for SA decreased in the exposed ADHD cohort, 

but increased in the unexposed ADHD cohort, although both 

remained above a 50% increased risk. Furthermore, we had 

only limited information on potential confounders like lifestyle 

factors, diet, and somatic and psychiatric comorbidity, which 

may also influence risks associated with medicine exposure in 

pregnancy. We had no information on the occurrence or severity 

of symptoms in our exposed and unexposed ADHD cohort or 

on the effect of MPH/ATX on these symptoms. If there was a 

discrepancy of the symptoms between the two cohorts, it could 

have affected the pregnancy outcomes.

Confounding by indication is a major challenge in phar-

macoepidemiological studies, because it is difficult to disen-

tangle the indication for the treatment from the underlying 

disease. Women in the unexposed ADHD cohort had at least 

as high a risk of SA as those in the exposed ADHD cohort 

after adjustment for confounders, which indicates that fac-

tors related to the underlying disease may play a causal role 

in the risk of adverse birth outcome, although confounding 

from other factors cannot be ruled out.

Conclusion
We found an increased risk of SA among the women in the 

exposed ADHD cohort as well as among the unexposed 
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ADHD cohort, which suggests that the underlying ADHD 

disorder may explain at least a part of the association between 

MPH/ATX and risk of SA. Treatment with MPH/ATX was 

associated with low Apgar score, an association not found 

among the unexposed women with ADHD, suggesting a 

direct effect of MPH/ATX in pregnancy. However, the sample 

size was small, and larger studies with more clinical informa-

tion are needed to corroborate these findings.
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Supplementary materials
simulation
The simulation outlined here investigates whether the rule of 

thumb of a minimum of ten events per predictor variable in 

a binary regression analysis can be relaxed in the particular 

covariate pattern seen when studying the effect of attention 

deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) medication in preg-

nancy on spontaneous abortion.1 A study by Vittinghoff and 

McCulloch suggested that this rule may in some instances be 

relaxed, although the situations considered in Vittinghoff and 

McCulloch do not cover the regression models considered in 

the present study.2 This simulation was done with the dual 

purpose of assessing whether 1) propensity-score adjustment 

for a number of covariates is appropriate, and/or whether 

2) adjustment for a number of covariates in a binary regression 

is appropriate when studying the effect of ADHD medication 

in pregnancy on spontaneous abortion. The question that seeks 

answering is how many covariates to include in the analysis 

while ensuring that the procedure for constructing the confi-

dence interval achieves a 95% level of coverage.

A prioritized list of potential confounders to be added one 

at a time in the two situations outlined is made and simulated 

as follows: 1) mothers’ age as normally distributed, with a 

mean of 30 and a standard deviation of 5.5; 2) education as 

multinomially distributed, with probabilities 0.11, 0.32, and 

0.57 corresponding to low, medium, and high education, 

respectively, and afterward coded as two binary variables 

for medium versus low and high versus low education; 

3) cohabitation as a binary variable with a probability of 

0.2; 4) comorbidity as a binary variable with a probability 

of 0.05; and 5) comedication as a binary variable with a 

probability of 0.05. All simulated potential confounders are 

thereafter standardized to have a mean of 0 and a standard 

deviation of 1.

A logistic regression of ADHD medication on spontane-

ous abortion is fitted on the real data set, which yields a coef-

ficient value of 0.65. Next, logistic regressions of mothers’ 

age on ADHD medication and on spontaneous abortion are 

both fitted on the real data set, which yields coefficient values 

of -0.20 and 0.24, respectively. Similarly, logistic regres-

sions for the other potential confounders on both ADHD 

medication and spontaneous abortion are fitted, which yield 

coefficient values of 0.10 and -0.06 for medium versus low 

education, -0.38 and -0.08 for high versus low education, 

0.54 and 0.12 for cohabitation, 0.33 and 0.05 for comorbidity, 

and 0.47 and 0.05 for comedication. Baseline coefficients are 

chosen as -10 and -1.8, respectively.

As one wishes to report risk ratios for spontaneous abor-

tion using binomial regression with log link, data on binary 

ADHD-medication exposure and binary spontaneous abor-

tion outcome are simulated under this model, while adding 

covariates successively using the coefficient values reported, 

ie, the log-probability model for spontaneous abortion firstly 

consists of only baseline and ADHD medication. Secondly, 

the model consists of both baseline and ADHD medication 

and standardized mothers’ age, and so forth, until finally the 

full model consists of baseline, ADHD medication, standard-

ized mothers’ age, standardized education, standardized 

cohabitation, standardized comorbidity, and standardized 

comedication.

Propensity scores were calculated in two ways: 1) as 

the predicted values from a multiple logistic regression of 

exposure on standardized covariates, and 2) as the predicted 

values from a multiple linear regression of exposure on 

standardized covariates. The propensity-score adjustment 

was done as a binomial regression, with propensity score 

adjusted linearly. Coverage probability is calculated based 

on 1,000 replications.

Table S1 Coverage probabilities in two propensity adjustments and a binomial regression adjustment based on 1,000 replications. 
The number of times of convergence was not achieved, ie, where the model could not be fitted to data at the first 100 iterations, is 
shown in parentheses

Adjustment Propensity adjustment  
with scores calculated  
using logistic regression

Propensity adjustment  
with scores calculated  
using linear regression

Binomial 
regression 
adjustment

none 94.9% (0) 94.9% (0) 94.9% (0)
Mothers’ age 95.5% (7) 95.6% (2) 95.6% (2)
Mothers’ age and education 96.1% (5) 96.2% (0) 95.9% (4)
Mothers age, education, and cohabitation 93.5% (1) 93.6% (0) 93.7% (22)
Mothers age, education, cohabitation,  
and comorbidity

95.1% (54) 95.1% (0) 95.5% (40)

Mothers age, education, cohabitation,  
comorbidity, and comedication

86.5% (829) 95.5% (0) 95.5% (128)
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As seen from Table S1, appropriate coverage probabili-

ties are achieved even when all the covariates are included. 

Propensity scores can thus be calculated using all covariates 

considered, and can subsequently be used in a propensity 

score-adjustment analysis of the effect of ADHD medica-

tion on spontaneous abortion. Here, both logistic and linear 

regression can be used to calculate propensity scores; conver-

gence is more often achieved when using linear regression.

However, when simulating data and using the individual 

covariates instead of combining these into a propensity 

score, similar appropriate coverage probabilities, as for 

the  propensity score-adjustment simulation. were achieved 

(Table S1). Therefore, in the setup outlined, relevant for 

evaluating the effect of ADHD medication in pregnancy on 

spontaneous abortion, the rule of thumb of a minimum of ten 

events per predictor variable may be relaxed.
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